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Introd
duction: Tractography methodss are increasinglly used to detect white matter aalteration and sttudy brain connectivity. High aangular resolution
diffusiion imaging (HA
ARDI) acquisition along with modelling
m
techniiques such as coonstrained spherrical deconvolution (CSD) [1] ccan overcome th
he
issue of crossing fibrres [2] and geneerate tractograph
hy information that
t
can be anallysed at very hiigh resolutions, using track dennsity imaging fo
or
mlines using probbabilistic [4] annd/or bootstrap tractography [5
5]
exampple [3]. Howeveer this requires generating vastt amounts of trracks or streaml
approaaches to estimaate a solution within
w
certain co
onfidence bounds, resulting inn long processinng times. Proceessing times cann be reduced by
conduucting tractography in parallel on
n multicore systeems as each com
mputed track or sstreamline is asssumed to be indeependent of everry other. Anothe
er
avenue for reducing processing timees is to use graaphical processin
ng units (GPUss). In recent yeaars, the processing power of G
GPUs has greatlly
PUs) and GPUss can greatly speeedup algorithm s that are parallel in nature andd map easily to ttheir architectura
al
surpasssed central proccessing units (CP
paradiigm. In this work
k, we present a GPU implementtation of an estaablished CSD-baased multi-fibre tractography alggorithm [4] and compare it to th
he
CPU-bbased implemen
ntation which is available
a
as part of the MRtrix software packagee (http://www.brrain.org.au/softw
ware/mrtrix/).
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Figure 1. Tractography m
maps from the sam
me subject using th
he
CPU veersion (A) and GPU
U version (B) of thhe algorithm.
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ng algorithm pro
oceeds by initiatting tracks at giv
ven seed points. This
Methoods: The trackin
is donne by randomly sampling
s
the am
mplitude of the fib
bre orientation distribution
d
funcctions
(FOD)) at the seed po
oint in multiplee random directiions. If any of sampled amplittudes
exceedds a given threeshold, a track is initiated. Traacking then con
ntinues via rejeection
sampling of the FODss along the directtion of the track [4]. Points along the track are sttored
as the tracking contin
nues. A track en
nds once the rejeection sampling of the FOD faiils to
exceedd a given thresho
old.
Curreent methods usiing multicore CPUs
C
compute each track in its
i entirety for each
compuutation thread, which
w
will result in execution deead time on GPU
Us as the executiion is
limitedd by the processing time takeen by the longeest track. Insteaad we used a nnovel
implem
mentation that allocates
a
each GPU
G
thread a giv
ven number of tracks until the total
numbeer of points acro
oss all the tracks in each GPU th
hread of computaation reaches a ggiven
limit. Another novelty
y of our implem
mentation is the use
u of texture units
u
on the GPU
U for
m was
interpoolating the spheerical harmonicss coefficients off the FOD. The GPU algorithm
implem
mented in C++ in
i the CUDA fraamework [6].
The G
GPU and CPU versions
v
of the allgorithms were compared
c
by perrforming whole--brain
probabbilistic tractograaphy using HAR
RDI data (60 directions and 8 b=
=0 images, b-vaalue =
3000 s/mm2) from 10
1 elderly subjeects. For each subject, 10 tracctography runs were
compuuted with wholee brain seeding with one seed per mm3. This is different from
m the
officiaal MRtrix distrib
bution which usees random samplling to pick seed
d points. The runnning
time ffor each of the teen executions waas compared. Th
he parameters forr both CPU and GPU
versioon were identicaal and were thee defaults used in the MRtrix package exceppt for
minim
mum track length
h, which was set to 0. A single th
hread/core was used
u
for the execcution
of the CPU version of
o the algorithm. Track density imaging (TDI) maps
m
were geneerated
for eaach tractography run. Average TDI
T images weree computed for 2 groups of 5 oout of
T mean squareed error (MSE) was
w computed between
b
averagee TDI
the 100 TDI images. The
maps, comparing the CPU algorithm to itself and to the GPU algoriithm (CPUvCPU
U and
d on machine with
w 8 CPU coress (2 ×
CPUvvsGPU). Processing and analysiss were conducted
E55400 Intel Xeon CPUs @ 2.53 GHzz) with 12GB off RAM and an Nvidia
N
GTX460 GPU
(2Gb oof ram, 332 GPU
U cores).
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Figure 2. Graph of the avverage running tim
mes of the CPU an
nd
ng
GPU vversion of the algoorithm for each suubject with seedin
of 1 seeed/mm3. Variatioon in the number of seeds is due to
t
differennces in head size oof subjects.

m
of the CPU
U and GPU versiions are shown iin Figure 1. No qualitative diffeerences in the trractography map
ps
Resultts: Examples off tractography maps
between the GPU and
d CPU versions were observed. A graph of the running times oof the GPU and CPU versions iss presented in F
Figure 2, showin
ng
that thhe GPU version was 25 times faaster compared to
o the CPU version. That allows us to compute w
whole brain tracctography in 2 m
mins instead of 50
mins oon a single coree/thread. There were
w
no significcant differences (p-value > 0.055, Wilcoxon signned-rank test) inn the MSE of avverage TDI map
ps
between the GPU and
d CPU (CPUvGP
PU) (3.45 ± 0.43
3) versions of the algorithm wheen compared to tthe MSE compuuted between diffferent execution
ns
of the CPU algorithm (CPUvsCPU) (3
3.43 ± 0.44).
Discussion and Concclusion: Advancced probabilistic algorithms can provide a wealtth of important iinformation oveer the whole braiin, but at the cosst
of incrreased processin
ng times. We hav
ve implemented a GPU tractograaphy algorithm tthat makes use oof textures to interpolate FOD annd split the track
ks
spatiallly to be processsed by independeent GPU threadss. Our GPU imp
plementation of a probabilistic trractography algoorithm was able to achieve speed
dup facctors of over 25 times on a stand
dard GPU board
d (Nvidia GTX 460)
4
while produucing the same rresults as the CP
PU version. New
wer generation of
o
GPU bboards should acchieve even greaater speedups as more computation power becom
mes available.
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